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Favorite Movies
By- Sophie Sowinski
Based on the schools votes, the students in the elementary school like the
movie Jumanji the most. The choices were: Jumanji, Coco, Spider-Man
Homecoming, Star Wars the Last Jedi and The Greatest Showman. Jumanji got 49 votes, Spider-Man homecoming got 28 votes, Cocoa got 15
votes, Star Wars the last Jedi got 14 votes and greatest showman got 11
votes.
Jumanji is about 4 kids who get sucked into their video game and have to
beat it to get out. Can they succeed without dying?
Cocoa is about a kid whose family hates music but he loves it and gets
sucked into the land of the dead. Can he prove to his family that music is
good?
Spider-Man Homecoming is about Peter Parker who is bitten by a radioactive spider and gets spider like powers and has to hide it. Can he protect
his town from others?
Star Wars the Last Jedi is about Luke Skywalker's peaceful and solitary
existence until it gets upended when he encounters Rey, a young woman
who shows strong signs of the Force. Her desire to learn the ways of the
Jedi forces Luke to make a decision that changes their lives forever.
The Greatest Showman is about a guy who made a circus to show people
that even with their flaws they are still perfect. Can they succeed?

Listen Up Everybody!!!
By Mikaela Walczak
Do you like watching movies? If so, I highly recommend that your next movie be Wonder! Wonder is a
movie that brings the family together and teaches you to be proud of who you are. It’s so good! I watched it
last month and I still watch it today! I would give it a 5-star rating. It’s about a boy that was born with an extraordinary face-but no more spoilers. Go watch Wonder– it is sure to get a 5-star rating from everyone in
the theater!
Additionally, you can get the book ‘’Wonder ‘’ or the book ‘’Auggie and Me’’. They are both awesome stories and feature the beloved character Auggie! I highly recommend them!

School Lunch
By Nicole and Briannie
We did a survey for the school lunch asking how many people like and dislike school lunch. The amount of people that like school
lunch is 6 and the amount of people that dislike the lunch is 17. This is a problem. Some of the reasons why people don’t like the
school lunch are because it does not taste good and because the pizza looks stale and crunchy.
We asked one of our lunch cooks here at PS/IS 119 her thoughts.
“When you are serving lunch food do you think you can make anything better?” Our lunch cook said, “Yes, I think we can make
things better; if you have any suggestions let my manager know.”
We also asked, “Do you think what your serving is good?” Our lunch cook said “Yes, because I eat it all the time for breakfast and
lunch.”
Some suggestions from some students about lunch included telling us what is going to be for lunch the next day and changing the
salad bar every day to match the food being served. Kids also would like to have an ice cream sale every Friday for a treat, rather
than just once a month.
Some reasons why students bring their own lunch to school are that lunch in school is sloppy and there are no dessert choices. In
addition, kids are usually still hungry after lunch. Some of the reasons for this are they don’t give enough food on the trays and the
food isn’t very appetizing for the kids to pick. Perhaps you have some ideas for lunch—share them with our lunch servers too!!!

Should the school Wi-Fi be given to the students in the school? - by Leo Pineda and Tad Rutkowski
Many students bring their electronics to school usually to get work and/or research for assignments done. Many people do not
have data on their electronics. But some do. The reason why people don’t use personal hotspots is because of money. Parents pay
a lot of money and when there child keeps running out of data it’s going to be a problem, and the school doesn’t want any problems with students’ parents. So this brings us to a new problem; should school Wi-Fi be given to everyone?
We asked some students from the fifth grade what they think we should do about this problem. Destine from 501 said yes because some people can’t afford their own data. Matilde from 501 also said yes because kids need electronics to research or contact or study. Karen from 502 also said yes because many students have one bar on Wi-Fi and she needs Wi-Fi to do work. Sophie
from 501 said no because the Wi-Fi will get slower and weaker with more students using it. Finally, Saidin from 503 said yes because sometimes students need to contact their parents during school in case of an emergency.

Positive impacts
With the school’s Wi-Fi a lot of bright things can happen. For example, if the students need to finish their research on a school project but don’t have data they would have to use a school computer. But what if all the computers are in use? The teacher could
just give the student the school’s Wi-Fi. Another positive impact is that you can contact people outside of school. If you have a
problem in school and you need to contact your parents with your phone then the school could give you Wi-Fi that you can use to
contact them. Another reason is that many people can’t afford their own data. The school could let them use their Wi-Fi so they
have the same advantages as other kids. These are some positive impacts for the school to give you Wi-Fi.

Negative impacts
With the school on a low budget, the school’s Wi-Fi isn’t that great. If the school gives the students their Wi-Fi, the Internet would
run out and the connection would be extremely slow. Another reason why giving the Wi-Fi wouldn't be so good is because kids
might pretend to do work but actually be doing unproductive things. They could be playing games or wasting the schools Wi-Fi by
watching videos that are not related to what they are doing in school.

Watch Out! An editorial piece by Angelina Hofman

Super Mario Odyssey is the Most Popular Game in School

by Silas Newman
Trees are great to look at, but they can be a real danger.
I was vacationing in Lake George with my family when a tree fell!
It was crazy. There was girl right next to the tree when it fell– it
was so scary! My friend and I were in town when it all happened. My group in the Newspaper club asked kids if they liked
Mario Odyssey or Fable III.
Thank goodness the tree missed the girl. So please take my
warning and look up and know your surroundings!
Most kids said Mario is better. Fable III got 5 votes and Mario got 31 votes.
We asked a kid why he liked Mario and he said Mario is
more entertaining than Fable III.

HAMSTER SALE!!

An Opinion Piece By Mikaela Walczak
Are you always alone and want some company?
Well I highly recommend a hamster! They only cost
75 cents and the additional stuff you need is bedding, a cage, a wheel, a water bottle, and food!!
They are PAWS-ITIVELY awesome and will squeak up
if they need to!! They are about 5 inches long. You
can get a brown Syrian, a gray Dwarf or cute white
hamster!! There is a big variety to choose from, so
be a smart student and buy a hamster as a pet!!

PS/IS 119 Character
theme of the month:
March– Perseverance

PS/IS119’s Ties and Tiaras
Dance
By: Karen Fernandez
On February 9th, 2018 PS/IS119
hosted a dance for grades kindergarten
and up. There were refreshments at
5:00PM and the actual dance began at
6:00PM. The students were allowed to
bring a special someone to enjoy the
night with (parents, guardians, aunts,
uncles, etc.) There was going music,
appetizers, and refreshments. The PTA
of PS/IS119’s dance night was a night
enjoyed by all.
College Awareness Week
By Tasmiah Saadi
Award Winning Interview
While gathering research, we got a chance to interview one of the winners, Ms. Hesler, from class 502. This is what
she had to say about the amazing event and her victory. When being announced as one of the winners of the competition, she felt extremely proud and excited. She stated, “I felt thrilled because my students would be recognized
for their hard work and dedication and I am very proud of them.”
After seeing the completed door, she was happy to witness the hard work and effort that her students put in and
was excited to see the judges’ reactions. She exclaimed, “I was pleased with how it turned out and I was excited to
see the judges’ reactions.” But in any competition, problems can pop up, especially in this one, and the people participating would have to solve those problems. For example, from Ms. Hesler’s point of view , she admitted, “We had
some tough times because the organization process was complex, but after coming together, Our mission was accomplished.” While wandering the halls and taking a good look at all the doors, it is clear that a lot of time and teamwork went into each one, which is why many people had high hopes of being awarded the winners of the door competitions, especially Ms. Hesler. Her perspective to why she had absolute hopes she’d win are demonstrated here,
“The amount of time and preparation that my students put in, staying during lunch and after school was tremendous, and showed their effort. For that reason, I was sure we would be contenders!” Every door in the school had its
own inspiration which made each door unique. Take Ms. Hesler’s door for example, her door was organized, yet creative, because her students put in a lot of effort to make it the best door through inspiring each other. She had clearly stated, “Yes, we were inspired by each other and the legacy and history of the college (SUNY Cortland). Also a little
competition is always inspiring.”

5th and 6th grade door
contest participants– Ms.
Klein’s homeroom and
Ms. Hesler’s homeroom.

Basketball club
BY: Amelia Maziarz
Basketball club starts with some drills
like layups, shooting, passing, defense, and
they also work on there non– dominant
hand( weak hand )so they can be more efficient. They are going to do an activity
where they work on leadership and teamwork. Then near the end of the club they
will play games with different groups to
compete with each other.

The PS/IS 119 News is being written, edited and published by the students of 4th grade
and 5th grade.
Newspaper Club meets on Wednesday mornings in room 117. If you have a story idea for
the members to consider let them know.

